Apartment fire leaves students homeless

By STEVE CORDA
Asst. News Editor

B ad luck struck the residents of 410 South Lilley when fire gutted their Moscow apartment complex Friday afternoon.

One firefighter was hospital-ized for smoke inhalation. No other injuries were reported.

The complex was made up of two buildings owned by Apartment. And now is the time for all good men to come rentals of Moscow.

There were thirteen apart-ments in all, most of which were rented to University of Idaho students. The apartments on the south side of the complex were mostly destroyed by fire, however the apartments on the north side suffered smoke and water damage. Personal property damage was minimized as a crowd of onlookers helped north side apartment residents remove their personal belongings until the smoke got too thick and they were ordered by firemen to stop.

Fire Chief Phillip Caslin said the fire was started by "discarded material" but the origin beyond that was unknown. The point of origin was somewhere near the entrance. The fire was reported by way of 9-1-1 around 12:45 p.m., when Larry Palmer, Superintendent of Poe Asphalt, saw smoke coming from "underneath the entrance" and through "various holes in the sides of walls." Poe Asphalt had been laying pavement in the parking lot to the north of the apart-ment buildings when Pal-mer spotted the smoke.

He said that he called his office on his portable radio and sent some workers inside to warn residents. He also had other workers start watering the building with a garden hose to slow the spread of the fire. The parking lot paving was being done on contract with the University of Idaho. Poe Asphalt drew some fire of its own from some of the onlookers. As people were helping remove the resident's per-sonal belongings from the north side apartments, they had to stand on and move across a freshly paved por-tion of the parking lot. Their attempts were ham-pered by a Poe Asphalt employee who was operat-ing a pavement roller. He drove the roller directly into the path of those trying to rescue property and did not stop until ordered by police to do so.

Rob Bitting, the operator of the pavement roller, was one of the Poe employees who had warned apartment residents when the fire first broke out.

"My boss told me to roll, I had to do it. I felt bad about it," Bitting said.

Larry Hodge, engineer in charge of the paving project, defended the decision to continue rolling the pave-ment by saying, "We've got a building that is gone."

Please see FIRE page 11.

Dad's Day proves successful

By KAISTA BARCLAY
Asst. News Editor

F all at the University of Idaho meant two things this past weekend—Dads and Football.

Last Saturday the University of Idaho celebrated the first Dad's Day since the 1960's. According to Flip Kleinle, director of Alumni Relations, the university has not had this event for at least 25 years. He said the day prob-ably died out and was replaced by Parent's Weekend, now known as Family Weekend.

"We always knew it was a good idea to have it (Dad's Day)," Kleinle said. "We had just enough time to get it started again this year. Something that has as much appeal as a Dad's Day will have the potential to grow in the years to come."

Sponsored by the Alumni Association, the day started off with activities at the prac-tice football field east of the Kibbie Dome. Dads were registered from 9 a.m. to noon at a booth on the field. They received their Dad's Day button, which entitled them to discounts at area restaurants and stores, entered drawings for tickets to the Boise State/Idaho basketball game, a $10 gift certificate to the Falouse Empire Mall and a chance to be an honorary Vandal team captain at the game.

Annie Muller of Ritzville, Washington won the punt competition, with a punt (including the roll) of 73 yards. Dan Barrett of Spokane, Washington and Ron Richards of Coeur D'Alene, Washington were the honor-ary team captains. As team captains they took part in the coin toss at midfield and

Please see DAD'S page 11.

Contaminated water kills 4,400 salmon

By DEAL and BIANCO
Staff Writers

J ust days before stu-dents arrived back on campus to begin the new school year, the state health department notified the University of Idaho that a water boil order was being issued.

The order was as a result of finding a chlo-ri-form bacteria throughout the campus water. In order to kill the bacteria, the system needed to be flushed with water that contained a very high con-

Please see SALMON page 11.
PEACE CORP CHALLENGES STUDENTS

By LANE GRACIANO Staff Writer

They say it's tough. They live in some of the most rural communities across the globe. They work in more than 100 developing nations throughout the world. Their job encompasses education, vocation and culture—with a dash of travel and a lot of adventure. They are the U.S. Peace Corps.

Established by President Kennedy in 1961, the Peace Corps is celebrating three decades of service this year. Peace Corps programs currently run all over Africa, Asia, the Caribbean, Central and South America, Europe and the Pacific Islands. New projects, such as natural resource management, are always coming up in such global corners as Laos, Zimbabwe, Chile and the Baltic nations—old projects are retooled and new recruits are sought.

As diverse as the countries in which they serve, Peace Corps Volunteers (PCVs) come from all walks of life. Recruiters Marya Nowakowski and Maggie Miller recently completed a two-day presentation to UI students which was complemented by a sharing of experiences and photoshops by student PCVs. The presentation reaped more than 12 undergraduate and graduate student applicants who will be interviewed for eligibility when Nowakowski and Miller come back on Sept. 24.

According to the newsletter Peace Corps Today, approximately 130,000 U.S. citizens have served in the organization. This is the only U.S. government agency that places employees directly into the communities that they are to be working in. PCVs typically work side-by-side with farmers in agricultural and fishery projects, as teachers in education programs, with small-business people and traderspeople in fledgling enterprises and in health and home economics programs.

But this doesn't mean people lacking a specific vocational skill can't apply; they may do so as "non-technical" candidates. When the recruiters return in the spring semester, they intend to extend their offers on the undergrad junior population for more potential volunteers.

To apply, interested students should contact the recruiting officer at the student organization.

Those interested interested in the Peace Corps should contact the recruiting officer at the student organization.

**TODAY**

**COMPUTER DEMONSTRATION.** A demonstration with computer assistance for Electronics and Engineering will be held at 9:30 in the TED building.

**CHRISTIAN BATTALION CEREMONY.** The Army ROTC Christian Battalion will hold a change of command ceremony at 6:30 p.m. on the soccer field north of the Kibbie Dome. The public is welcome. For more information call Captain Doug Krehbiel at 883-7485.

**WORLD RELIGIONS AND CULTURE.** Exploring Global Issues: An Intercultural View is part of a unique global forum series that begins tonight in the SUB Gold room at 7:30. The first topic is World Religions: Culture and Identity. The series explores issues that today's world citizens face and examines them from differing cultural points of view.

**HOMECOMING COMMITTEE.** Those interested meet in the Pow Wow room at 6 p.m. on Friday.

**IFC MEETING.** Those attending meet in the Appalachian room at 6:30 p.m.

**BLUE KEY.** The b attending meet in the EE—DA—HO room at 8 p.m.

**GDIs shine in games and events**

By SHARI IRETON Staff Writer

University of Idaho GDI Weeks were held last week, with the actualg, a crash of thunder as Friday’s Residence Hall picnic was indoors due to weather.

The last weather week did lead to improvement in residence halls and other areas.

Tuesday’s frisbee golf tournament was won by Steel House for women’s halls and Uptown for men’s halls. At the nail race held, women’s halls did the swim center, Snow pulled their weight for the men’s halls, along with French, for the women’s halls. Women’s halls, with Torrpeh taking first for the men’s halls.

The obstacle course consisted of running with a golf ball balanced on a spoon, a three-legged race, the bat swing (a sport where the person places a bat to their foreheads and runs around in circles ten times with the bat touching the ground), tire run and shopping cart race. The most hilarious thing about this event was the bat swing, which actually resulted in the bat being lost. This resulted in GDI’s wandering around the dense searching for the tires and which were usually right behind them. Borah Hall took first for the men’s halls, while women’s halls were won by Carter in this unique event.

The football throw was won by Gault and Olsen Halls.

Please see GDI page 16.
Black students unite in new organization

By LANE GRACIANO
Staff Writer

The University of Idaho African-American Student Association (AASA) was unofficially established yesterday at 4 p.m. in the Ribbie Dome.

Prompt at the meeting of potential members were Minority Student Program Coordinator Diane Allen, Assistant of New Student Services Ben Corrondo, Athletic Director Gary Hunter and Coach John L. Smith. Kasey Dunn presided over the meeting, which was also attended by approximately 20 African-American student athletes.

The AASA is the first black student organization at the university since the early 1970s. According to Allen, when she first became minority student advisor at the UI Student Advisory Services, she was surprised to discover black students did not have their own association.

"They said it was kind of hard to get together," said Allen. "The football players had their group and the basketball players had theirs, but if you're an athlete you don't really feel like you belong anywhere." So Allen suggested setting up the meeting, which was open to anyone interested in re-creating an organization catering specifically to the needs of the university's African-American students. When the 20 students were asked to raise their hands if they were interested, they all did.

"One of the issues that arose with the idea of a black student organization was separation," said Coronado, AASA's faculty advisor. "Why do we need to bring more attention to it? It's like we're singing ourselves out. But in reality, you are a special group, just like any other organization on campus."

"There are two advantages to having your own organization," Allen continued. "First, you get a collective voice in the university. You're not just one person--as a group you represent a part of the students, and the university listens to you. Second, you can earn money collectively." According to Allen, as a result of the efforts of the association of Native American students, UI President Elizabeth Zimber recently doubled Allen's budget for minority students. In addition, the AASA will fund the new organization with $700 to help get their first projects off the ground.

"If you're asking besides their football program, is that all they've got for me?" said Coronado, "you can make things happen the way you want them to be. We're not talking about signs and marches; we're talking about programs that will bring light to the rest of the campus about us."

One project in the works is the mentor program, in which AASA members will have the opportunity to put themselves up as "role models to the community by helping out students who are having difficulty with academics and/or athletics in school," said Coronado. He also mentioned long-range plans to establish scholarships for future UI African American students--"no athletics."

*Please see AASA page 12*

New AASA president Kasey Dunn speaks at the first meeting. (JIM VOLLEIECHT PHOTO)
Police harassment tasteless

We were contentedly driving back to Moscow after a pleasant weekend in Sandpoint with my family. The air was cool, the skies were sunny, and it was one of those days when you just feel chips hand over hand. The mood was one of playfulness and relaxation. Suddenly, our otherwise perfect afternoon was blotted out. The huge cop pulled his gun and ordered us to get off the side of the road. I imagine it was with a nasty flip of his hairy wrist that he turned on the police siren lights.

With a not a little incredulity, we pulled over. What else was there to wonder. We were driving 55, the license plate registration was current, we were both wearing our seatbelts. As the cop ambled over to our car at a compact-slow pace, he scrutinized my 1967 Mercury as if something was wrong.

A half-hopeful that the window, Please see MAD page 16-

MEYLA BIANCO

Opinion

I was finishing up some reading for English class and my boy- friend Eric was driving along on the highway just outside of Worley, Idaho. We were talking about our favorite open-all-night cafes and eating salt-n-vinegar potato
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Consistency important for self-respect

We continued to toss this conversa-

Commentary

Doug Taylor

Tina Cook's article related to my conver-

Tim Cook
John Day a much different place

Editor;

I recently read the letter from Andrew Rose concerning Pete Combier's commentary on a little Eastern Oregon town. Although I didn’t find it a bit amusing as Mr. Rose did, I agree with what he has said about small towns in general. So instead of repeating what Mr. Rose has written, I’ll throw in a few comments of my own.

Sun., I too spent the last summer in a small Eastern Oregon town. In fact up until coming to the UI last fall, I had spent the previous 14 years of my life in a small town. And wouldn’t you know it, that little town just happens to be John Day. You can imagine my surprise when I read about little ol’ John Day. It was extremely rare that our town was ever written about in any of the major Oregon papers. And even one I’ve talked to up here didn’t have a clue where it’s at. Everyone seems to think it’s near the dammit’s not! Like I said before, the article Mr. Combier wrote didn’t amuse me one bit. I thought his comments were extremely rude and tasteless. And I was rather surprised that such garbage was printed in such a fine paper. Ok, maybe I should have expected it from you guys. But I can’t say I was surprised by his comments. It’s a pretty typical response from a person who hasn’t spent much time in a small town. As Mr. Rose said, there is a world of difference between larger cities and small towns like John Day. The social structure and activities are very different. I don’t honestly believe that there are only four major families within John Day who intermarry exclusively. However, you will find that everybody knows almost everybody else. People care when someone down the street or across town is sick or having problems. People just all around care about each other. How often do you find that in large cities?

Karin’s Column in poor taste

Editor:

I believe that Karin Mason’s column needs some serious reviewing. In the past, she has made comments in poor taste, and most recently, on Fri, 13 Sept., 1991, she has largely slandered a concerned writer.

I believe she needs to be able to defend herself, but I also believe that she could do it with some sensitivity. Anything else is simply irresponsible journalism.

Mix up the main problem

Editor;

I am writing this letter in response to Mike Marboe’s letter to the editor, “Student Disguised with ASUI President”, that ran in the Friday, September 6 issue of the Argonaut. I was in my Art 225 Class at 10:30-12:30 the day of the UI Library ceremony. Attendance is required in this class. I regret that I was unable to attend the ceremony. I regret even more that President Zimner announced my presence (or lack thereof) to the entire crowd. The truth about the situation is that I was supposed to get a letter saying that I was required to be there. Through a mix-up, I was sent the wrong letter. As ASUI President, I receive many invitations of that type and regrettably am not able to attend them all. Had I known what my part was I would have gone.

I do appreciate the concern in this matter, and it is nice to know that students like Mike Marboe do care about student government. While everything may not work out every time, the ASUI Senate and I work very hard on a whole range of issues, projects and duties. It is unfortunate that few write letters about the good in student government.

Mike Gotch, ASUI President
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ARGONAUT Letter Policy

The Argonaut will accept letters to the editor until noon on the day prior to publication. They must be limited to two double spaced typed pages in length. For subjects requiring greater expression, arrangements may be made with the editor.

Letters must be signed in ink and include the name, address, student identification number or driver’s license number, and phone number of the writer. For multiple-authored letters, the above information will be required for each writer. Proper identification will be needed at time of submission. Letters received by mail will not be run until confirmation of authorship is made. Names of writers will not be withheld.

Letters may be edited for length, mechanical errors and spelling errors. The Argonaut reserves the right to refuse to publish any letter.

CONGRATULATIONS
Christine & Tanya
You made the right choice!
Good luck to you and All the Gamma Phi’s (especially the Y.P.)

From the Folks “Back Home”
UI students unhappy with lack of bike parking

By SHARI RETON

If you’re having trouble finding a place to park your bike on campus, you are definitely not alone.

Bicycles, one of the most popular forms of transportation on the University of Idaho campus, have become a pain to try to park. The bicycle racks at the Wallace Complex and Theophilus Tower are overflowing to the point that students are forced to lock their bikes to trees, light posts and benches.

Inadequate bicycle racks at the UI Library and Rehearsal Building were enticing students to chain their bikes to the construction fences. Now, the chains are being cut out of the fences.

The lack of indoor bicycle storage for resident hall students is causing students to find an alternative to storing and using bikes.

“Instead of providing an incentive for people to drive, the University should provide an incentive for people to walk,” said Dr. Joanne McHale, Associate Professor of Chemistry, who thinks the new parking lot is a waste of time. Completed in August, the lot was built due to student complaints about the lack of spaces for cars. Many people sympathize with students that need cars to drive home over breaks (it’s hard to find rides with other people). What they don’t understand, is why the students insist on driving all over Moscow, when walking or riding a bike would do just fine.

“We should be emphasizing and encouraging students to use bicycles,” said Diane Prorack, a member of the Campus Planning Advisory Committee. She stated that it is a real concern that there are not enough bike racks on campus and that few of the existing racks are built for bicycles that use kryptonite locks.

With today’s concern for our planet, why is this environmentally safe and inexpensive mode of transportation becoming such a hassle? The answer lies in more than one UI administration office.

“We were forced to prioritize” due to lack of funds, said Phil White, Landscape Architect for UI facility planning. Facility planning was concerned with putting in bike racks where there weren’t any before such as at Student Health, the Administration Building, and the Home Economics Building.

Officials involved with UI Parking said that they have already paid for a couple of bike racks, even though bicycles aren’t their department. They also stated that there are around 10 times as many bicycles as there were five years ago.

With the emphasis on parking for cars, not many students have voiced their concern or have tried asking the university for more bike racks.

Dr. McHale pointed out the fact that bikes are great for living in Moscow.

“Cars are not necessary in Moscow when you can easily walk around it’s circumference.”

McHale also talked about the new bike racks installed at the Food Co-op in Moscow.

“They had the racks built by a local welder for only $60 each, and these are well built racks designed for any bike.” She said it would make a lot more sense to start this practice for campus bike racks, rather than spending the extra money on ordering them from out of town. McHale also said that covered bike parking and bike lockers would be a great idea to see on the UI campus.

If students are concerned about the lack of bicycle racks at the UI, they should contact the ASUI senate, facility planning at 885-6671, or the Campus Planning Advisory Committee.
Vandals outlast Southwest Texas

By CHRISTOPHER GATEWOOD

The University of Idaho Vandals got things going just in time. Trailing 38-34 with 1:35 left in the game quarterback Doug Nussmeier drove the offense 74 yards in nine plays, capping the drive with an eight-yard touchdown pass to Kacey Dunn to lead the fourth-ranked Vandals to a thrilling 41-38 victory over the ninth-ranked Southwest Texas State Bobcats in front of 10,200 fans at the ASU Kibbie Dome.

The Vandals are now 2-0 on the season and the Bobcats fell to 1-1.

"I knew we were going to do it," Vandals coach John L. Smith said. "After they scored Doug looked over at me and said, 'no problem coach, we're going to score.' He went to the huddle and told the guys that they were going to score and they did."

Nussmeier was the biggest player on the drive, forcing the issue by completing two critical plays. The first was a spectacular 65-yard completion to tight end Elia Al'a-Ilima-Daley on third and five. The pass rolled over the shoulder pads of free safety Rod Woodward and into the waiting arms of Daley. "Actually, the coverage on Daley was good, but we got the ball." Please see VANDALS page 9

Robinson makes key plays in Idaho win

By MATT LAWSON

The Vandals needed several big plays in their 41-38 victory over Southwest Texas State Saturday. Luckily defensive end Jeff Robinson was ready to deliver a good majority of them.

Robinson, who struggled in Idaho's opening game victory over Sonoma State while being double-teamed, responded with a career high 13 tackles.

"The Sonoma game was frustrating because they didn't run at me and they double-teamed," Robinson said. "It was good that I was double-teamed because it allowed other players to break free. With Jake Sermon and Billy Simms playing well on the other side of the line they wouldn't be able to double team my side of the ball."

Robinson had eight unassisted tackles, three losses including catching receiver Reggie Lefay on a reverse on an outstanding play.

"I was fooled on the play, but I took a good angle and tackled him luckilly," the junior from Spokane, Wash. said. "I made a lot of mistakes don't get me wrong, but I made plays because the quarterback was my responsibility and he didn't pitch when he had it."

Robinson became the all-time career sack leader in Idaho history last season with 24. He has been held without a sack, thus far in Idaho's season.

"I think the sacks will be a lot more spread out this year because of the overall improvement," Robinson said. "At least I don't have to worry about them as long as we win."

The Vandals defense faced arguably the toughest running game in 1-AA as the Bobcats rumbled for 429 yards on 66 carries.

"Last year we thought they had many yards on us because of a lack of ability on our part," Robinson said of Idaho's 36-35 win against Southwest. "But this year they just executed well and made it really hard on us defensively."

Please see ROBINSON page 8.

Eagles winning without Randall

By MATT LAWSON

A special note to all you 'I like the Philadelphia Eagles but only because of Randall Cunningham' fans.

Don't lend too hard as you're falling off the Eagles bandwagon. Yes, Cunningham suffered a knee injury against Green Bay two weeks ago and is out for the season. Losing a player of the caliber of Cunningham would have devasted most teams (look at the 1-2 49ers without Joe Montana), but the Eagles have responded better than any sensible fans predicted.

The Eagles are 1-1 without Cunningham and two new factors have come into the picture without the player who became the first quarterback ever to lead his team in rushing for four straight years.

The Philadelphia defense and Jim McMahon.

I hate to use old cliches, but defense does win football games. Or, in the Eagles case, plays a major factor in their success.

In a 24-0 victory over Dallas — a team that looked like they were ready to move to a playoff contention level last Monday night against the Redskins — the Eagles defense proved they are for real. The defensive front of Clyde Simmons, Reggie White, Jerome Brown and Mike Pitts is arguably the best in the game with the linebackers and defensive backs don't have any big names but find a way to get it done.

The Cowboys looked helpless against a defense that recorded an amazing 11 sacks (one away from the NFL record) and three interceptions.

Please don't forget about the quarterback that people love to hate wearing No. 9 and a Darth Vader-like helmet.

McMahon completed 18 of 29 passes for 207 yards and two touchdowns to help the Eagles avoid from dropping to 1-2 for the second straight year.

His stats aren't exactly at the level with the Warren Moon, Joe Montana and his even teammate Randall Cunningham, but McMahon has never cared about statistics.

Just winning.

And that is what he does best. Just think back six short years to 1985 when the McMahon-led Chicago Bears, behind a tough defense and opportunistic offense, dominated the NFL to winning their only Superbowl crown.

The Bears had a great defense that allowed a miracle 10 points in three playoff games, including shutouts against the Los Angeles Rams and New York Giants.
ROBINSON from page 7

Robinson made an effort during the off-season to work on quickness and strength rather than gaining weight and it showed Saturday.

"I played a lot of basketball this summer to work on my quickness," Robinson said. "I think I weigh enough to play, I want to gain more weight for next season, but I don't want to rush it and gain bad weight."

The defensive line has had greater expectations this season after difficulties in the defensive backfield.

"In a passing conference like the Big Sky we have to put pressure on the quarterback without relying on blitzes," Robinson said of the pressure the defensive line feels to play a major role in Idaho's success. "The defensive backs are improving every week and they'll continue to get better, but it is up to me to take the pressure off them by getting sacks."

After a 2-0 start, Robinson feels Idaho is playing well and he is looking forward to a rematch with Montana State after a disappointing 27-24 loss to the Bobcats last season.

"We're 2-0, but we have to prove that we can win in this conference Saturday," Robinson said. "Last year we didn't know what to expect because it was the first game, but this year we realize what they are going to run and we will be better prepared for them."

STOPPED ON SALE

GUNS 'N ROSES
"ILLUSION 1 & 2"
CD 1295 Cassette 7.95
PARADISE RIDGE CD's
117 E. 3rd St, Mosc, ID 892-1670
-Next to Peeks Shoes
Open Sunday
Every Tuesday - All you can eat from 5:30pm - 8:00pm!
Free Delivery*
*5.00 minimum - limited delivery
Hours: Mon- Fri 11:30am- 8:30pm
In North 40 Edls., 112 N. Main - Mosc,
Express Oct 18

These blasts from the past are historic ads that once ran in the Idaho Argonaut.}

VANDALS SWEPT AT IRVINE

The Idaho Vandals volleyball team traveled to Irvine, Calif., last weekend for the Anteater Invitational with high expectations of ending its two-game winning streak.

Idaho lost three straight matches dropping the Vandals to 2-7 heading into another tough match against Gonzaga tonight in Spokane.

Idaho has now lost 15 straight games dating back to their last victory, a five-set win over Rice Sept. 1.

The Vandals dropped their first match to Cal-Irvin Friday night in three games 5-15, 7-15, 12-15.

Outside hitter Heather McKenzie came up strong for the Vandals in the loss with 13 kills and eight digs."

"We weren't playing as a team," the junior from Snow- flake, Ariz. said. "It's frustrating because you can't pinpoint any specific things that we did wrong."

McEver now has a team-high 94 kills on the season and has led the Vandals in five of their nine matches.

Service errors, crushed the Vandals as they committed 15 to go with a dismal .300 hitting percentage.

Idaho's struggles continued on Saturday with tough losses to Loyola Marymount University (7-15, 5-15, 8-15) and Florida State (16-15, 2-15, 6-15).

McEver continued her consistent play with 13 digs against LMU while freshman Britan VanHaverbeke contributed nine kills along with seven digs and three blocks.

"We had a lot of trouble with passing," VanHaverbeke said of Idaho's struggles. "I wouldn't say their servers were tougher than any other teams we have faced."

Vandals head coach Tom Hilbert was frustrated due to the fact his team didn't compete steadily through the entire tournament.

"The fact we lost doesn't bother me as much as that we didn't play as hard as we are capable of playing," Hilbert said. "The girls have to learn when they are down in a match that can't just give up the game. It is a matter of knowing when to come back and win like they did against Rice."

Steve Kirkis Rochester overcame bad passing by her teammates to deliver 88 sets in the tournament.

Idaho has now chance to dwell on their rough weekend as they travel to Spokane to face Gonzaga University, a team they lost to Aug. 31 at Memorial Gym.

"We just need to start clicking," VanHaverbeke said. "Hopefully it will happen in practice and against Gonzaga."

Idaho opens Big Sky Conference play Friday at Memorial Gym against Eastern Washington.

"It will nice to be home," McEver said of Friday's game.

"It will be good to play in familiar surroundings with our fans supporting us,"

The Eastern Washington game is really important for us," Hilbert said. "This (the Big Sky) is what really counts."

"We're ready to play a conference game," said Nancy Wicks who had 11 kills and 14 digs in the tournament.
Watch for the Bar & Restaurant Guide October 18th.

"Mom always said to eat a good breakfast, get good grades and wear the right clothes."

Two out of three isn't bad.

DRIVE-THRU BREAKFAST!

Now open from 6:30-10:30 a.m.

★ Breakfast Burritos — Scrambled eggs, cheese and salsa.
★ Sausage Breakfast Burritos — Sausage, scrambled eggs, cheese & salsa.
★ Tortilla Omelette (Huevos Rancheros) — Steamed corn tortillas, refritos, eggs, country sausage, cheese, freshly made to order.
★ Orange Juice • Coffee • Milk • Soft Drinks

NORTH SOUTH SKI RESORT
39 Miles North from Moscow
ATTENTION SKIERS
We will be selling season tickets for:

$149 $59 Student (ID Required)
$129 $69 Adult
$189 $49 Child (under 12)

Come to Cavanaugh's Appaloosa Room
Mon. Sept 16 - Tues. Sept 17
From 9am to 7pm
P.O. BOX 325 POTLATCH, ID 83843 (208) 245-4222

STUDENT POSITIONS AVAILABLE
on these University Standing Committees

Administrative Hearin Board
Affirmative Action Committee
Borre Foundation Committee
Campus Planning Advisory Committee
Commencement Advisory Committee
Committee on Committees
Computer Science Advisory Committee
Fine Arts Committee
Graduate Council
Grievance Committee for Student Employees

Pick up an application at ASU office - main floor of SUB for more information call Lisa Wright - 885-6331

NORTH SOUTH
FOUR page 1
We're just trying to salvage what we could of the project.

There were also doubts being raised as to whether the houses were in the first place required.

"Personally, I do not feel it was a safe place," said apartment resident Tahara Bartel. She specified that the doors to the apartments were too thin and were not the "twenty minute doors" required by law. She also claimed that a complaint had been made to the Mos- cow Building Inspector.

Two other residents, Jon Force, and Chris Tallman claimed to have spoken to the building inspector personally.

"I spoke to a building inspector last week," Tallman said. Tallman also confirmed Bartel's complaint about the doors, calling them "Paper thin!". He went on to add, "especially open windows over the stairwells and the stairs will ice up in the winter."
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received autographed team number from Tallman. "I think they really enjoyed being captains," said Mike Davis, director of alumni rela- tions and coordinator for Dad Days. He also said the dads were laughing and jok- ing around with each other at the event and seemed to be enjoying the morning.

A living group competition was also part of the event, and a signed, autographed photo of the best picture of dad in college encouraged students to get their dad's name for the competition. Gamma Phi Beta Sorority took first place, Delta Gamma Sorority second place and Houston Hall third. Overall 80 dads regis-
tered, but more fathers came than just those registered.

Before the game, dads were invited to the Idaho Family Football Festival, a pre-game event held at halftime. Food from area restaurants, visits by university officials, the marching band and cheerleaders provided the dads for the football game.

In the game, a special presentation by Tallman, the Idaho's Alumni Association decided to make a presentation to him as a part of this year's Dad's Day, according to Kline. "I was really very pleased," said Davis. "It's going to take a couple years to get the nation of Dad's Day back in everyone's mind. I think that's what we need, but a great time." Davis plans to make next year's Dad's Day event bigger and better. Planning for the day will be started in the spring and Davis said he hopes to plan an event for Friday night. By beginning the planning earlier, Davis said he hopes to get the liv- ing groups more involved of financial assistance for every victim of Friday's apartment fire.

The ASUSC Senate recognizes the hardships placed on every pupil who lost their belongings in the apartment fire, and hopes this small contribution can help in rebuilding their lives," said Section 1 of the bill.

The bill will provide funds for the City Council to use in the event of a building fire, which was designated to the victims of the fire. The annual cost of the bill is $1,500,000.

"It is the feeling of the Senate that it is important to show not only students of the university, but also members of the community, that the ASUSC is sensitive to the problems and needs of this tragedy created," said ASP Vice-President John Noh.

The bill took effect immediately, but will be dis- cussed at the Senate's Wed- nesday meeting. All neces- sary amendments will be made at that time.

The University is encour- aging those who need hous- ing assistance as a result of the fire to call 883-7759 or go to the Wallace Complex Game Room.

SALMON page 1

In 1977, the fishery was closed due to the loss of egg production, but in 1979, the salmon population started to increase, and by 1982, it reached its peak. The salmon population has continued to increase since then, with the number of fish reaching over 1 million in 1987.

The College of Forestry is presently being funded by the Idaho Power Administration to determine the proper amount of bycatch necessary to prevent the disease, and how effective the levels are in preventing the kidney disease. This research is necessary before the FDA can regulate the use of the drug azithromycin on the salmon and researching its effects on the kidney disease.

Consulting engineers of Kramer, Chin and Mayo Incorporated assessed the situation of the UI fishery. It was determined that the facility was in need of a new design in order to handle high levels of chlor- ine. This involves adding three new filters and the replacement of the two existing. This endeavor alone will cost $7,000.

Time is of the essence on the renovation because all of the experiments that have been put on hold as a result. The remodeling job will cost somewhere between $17,000 to $25,000 and should be finished within the next three weeks. The death of the salmon is a postharvest problem, and proper identification of five students who were working with the ery- thromycin experiment that was interrupted. This could mean another year before school. If they want to start over by raising new fish and reconditioning their experiments. The research students

were planning to collect the eggs from the fish, treat them with the drug azithromycin and raise them on regular doses of the drug in hopes of increasing the survival rate of the salmon and increasing their numbers. One other hope is that the salmon population now covers. The National Mar- ines Fishery Service plans to increase the salmon numbers enough to keep them off the endangered species list.

The College of Forestry is presently being funded by the Idaho Power Administration to determine the proper amount of bycatch necessary to prevent the disease, and how effective the levels are in preventing the kidney disease. This research is necessary before the FDA can regulate the use of the drug azithromycin on the salmon and researching its effects on the kidney disease.

Consulting engineers of Kramer, Chin and Mayo Incorporated assessed the situation of the UI fishery. It was determined that the facility was in need of a new design in order to handle high levels of chlor- ine. This involves adding three new filters and the replacement of the two existing. This endeavor alone will cost $7,000.

Time is of the essence on the renovation because all of the experiments that have been put on hold as a result. The remodeling job will cost somewhere between $17,000 to $25,000 and should be finished within the next three weeks. The death of the salmon is a postharvest problem, and proper identification of five students who were working with the ery- thromycin experiment that was interrupted. This could mean another year before school. If they want to start over by raising new fish and reconditioning their experiments. The research students

were planning to collect the eggs from the fish, treat them with the drug azithromycin and raise them on regular doses of the drug in hopes of increasing the survival rate of the salmon and increasing their numbers. One other hope is that the salmon population now covers. The National Mar- ines Fishery Service plans to increase the salmon numbers enough to keep them off the endangered species list.
UI Health Center welcomes students

All of us at the Student Health Center extend to you our warm welcome to the University of Idaho. Our goal is to provide you the finest quality of health care in the most “user friendly” environment. Generally, our services fall into four categories: preventive care, problem oriented care, education and health policy.

Preventive care services are those which help you protect your good health. Annual physicals, Pap Smears, STD (sexually transmitted disease) checks, cholesterol checks and immunizations are included in the services available. We also have a nutritionist three days a week. Her role includes nutritional counseling, education and weight loss (or weight gain) programs.

We highly recommend MMR (Measles, Mumps and Rubella) shots who have not had these immunizations within the past ten years, so that everybody will have good immunity to these potentially serious diseases. We also recommend annual influenza immunizations, in late October or anytime in November, so that you will have extra protection against viral illnesses that we inevitably see in great numbers through the winter months.

The importance for women of having an annual Pap Smear can not be overestimated. The period of time when a woman is at the greatest risk for cancer and precursorous changes in the cervix is the years between twenty and thirty. The Pap Smear provides an opportunity for the earliest possible detection of these problems and completely curative treatment.

By problem oriented care, we mean evaluation and treatment for illnesses and injuries. We have the expertise and the resources to provide comprehensive care within the SHC for most problems. If more intensive care or an evaluation with a specialist would help you, we can arrange for Emergency Room evaluation, hospitalization at Good Samaritan Medical Center, or consultation with a specialist.

Our educational involvement is the most far reaching of our services. We regard every office evaluation with each of you as an opportunity for education to increase your understanding of your personal health situation, and also in regard to knowing the pros and cons of any testing or treatment we recommend to you.

We welcome any opportunities to speak to groups of students about health related matters—your topic of choice. In addition, please read our weekly article in the Argonaut.

Health policy addresses the structure of the health care system at the university, and all that we can do to improve your access to our services and the quality of health care, while keeping your costs minimal. We also work with the local health insurance officials to improve the health insurance available to you and keep it as affordable as possible.

We welcome your input at any time, by letter or in person and we consult regularly with representatives of the student body and the administration in this regard.

Please remember that we are here to serve you, and that we are looking forward to working with you this year.

The U of I Student Health Center offers a personalized weight-loss program. If you have 5 pounds or 150 pounds to lose, don't hesitate to start your counseling with our registered dietician. More than 1,000 students have received counseling since nutritional services were first offered only a year and a half ago!

Gayla Lost Weight Through Nutritional Counseling.

"I finally learned how to eat right and lost 3 dress sizes in a month!"

Call Student Health for appointments at 883-6693.
Open Mon.-Fri. 8am-1:30pm
Closed 11:30-1pm Thursdays

ExSight $20 Off

All Eyewear Frames and Prescription Lenses

Students Discount

"Featuring free eyewear for your Lifestyle"

108 E. 6th Moscow • 9-6 M-F • 10-4 Sat. • 883-3000

Did You Know...

The U of I Student Health Center offers a personalized weight-loss program. If you have 5 pounds or 150 pounds to lose, don't hesitate to start your counseling with our registered dietician. More than 1,000 students have received counseling since nutritional services were first offered only a year and a half ago!

Gayla Lost Weight Through Nutritional Counseling.

"I finally learned how to eat right and lost 3 dress sizes in a month!"

Call Student Health for appointments at 883-6693.
Open Mon.-Fri. 8am-1:30pm
Closed 11:30-1pm Thursdays
FALL FASHION PREVIEW 1991

Mall features fall fashions

By PATTI CROW
Staff Writer

S o you want to be on the cutting edge in fashion this fall? Well, you're not alone. This autumn season has brought with it a variety of styles that will undoubtedly give you many options to choose from.

Judging from the fashions my friends and I viewed at the Palouse Empire Mall, there is definitely something for everyone. Chances are students will find the pieces that will work well for them, and not be swayed so much by the latest trends.

Of course, when I took my trip to the mall with some willing people, my object was to poke fun at some truly ghastly pieces with price tags to match. To my surprise, I LOVED EVERYTHING I saw. It became a challenge to come up with the few gaudy outfits that you see here.

The awful outfits that welisted out of the back of each store, though, were genuinely awful. Even I, Patti Crow, a woman who will wear almost anything, wouldn't be caught dead in these combinations. Then again, I think Leslie's checked pants have possibilities...

Anyway, back to my original purpose. I decided instead of attempting to slam the mall fashion scene, we would be fair and agree on some clothes my friends, and others, would feel great in. Then we would choose other pieces we might term fashion fails past.

In the end, you have to be the judge, did we, or did we not make "correct" decisions, in our hunting? Because taste in clothing is personal, I urge you to respond in writing if you are so inclined to give me feedback.

The outfits shown here, to your left, are courtesy of J.C. Penney and Jay Jacobs.

The models' choices depict what they would wear, and what they wouldn't.

Their choices may not be yours but the wonderful thing about fashion today, is that many things are, and will continue to be acceptable.

Our mall experience represents some styles you might find on students and others around the Palouse. Scanning through Elle, Glamour and Seventeen you will find the fashion authorities are mad about plaid.

If you want to feel like you stepped out of a New York City style layout, suit yourself up in a jacket, a sequin skirt in plaid, or check out some funky handbags, scarves and belts.

For women this fall, the choices are varied. The trendy will deck themselves out in jorns of many colors and pleated short skirts. Natural colors like tan, and evergreen are big bonuses, as are fashions from the past.

QQ men will be sporting loose-fitting suits, skirts, and brightly patterned ties, as well as tered jackets in muted tones. Silk shirts and natural cottons are the rage for the working man, and are becoming much more available, with clothing prices dropping in the larger cities.

Another important trend is the increase in acceptable weights. No longer is the average weight for women covering around an eight or nine—it's now back to the Marilyn Monroe standard of a twelve for a full-figure.

Men's weights are also going back up, with clothing sized extra large gaining an increased popularity. Stars like John Goodman have succeeded in making "big" compatible with "sexy" and "loveable".

All in all, there are fashions around for everyone, in all sorts of prices and tastes. Luckily, the 90's are shaping up to be a decade of individual freedom, where anyone can wear what he or she wants. If the Mall doesn't suit you, try a trip to Goodwill or a garage sale and master the possibilities.

DON'T

(please, please don't)

DO

Killer outfits for fall fun

A pregnant woman's paroxy from the 70's. Good for airline travel but not ordinary life.

The outfit from tropical hill, Hawaiian prints, hiking shoes, and baggy pants scare away any hope for this ensemble.

Clothing modeled by Leslie Gallagher and Brian Fitch

Imitation isn't always the sincerest form of flattery. Cary Grant and Irene Dunne form the pinnacle of fashion, while Cary Elwes and Robin Wright look like col-ludicrous zeros. Shave your facial hair, Cary! Robin—stay away from Sean Penn!
West waxes poetic for Idaho outdoor fashions

By WILLIAM T. WEST
Staff Writer

In accordance with the fashion theme of this issue, here is the much sought after and heralded West's Fashion Report for the outdoor sportsman of 1991. This is not a report on "looking good" or "hip," refer to Field and Stream or the Mountain Men for such nonsense, this is an article focused on how to dress for success, or rather, how to dress to survive. Of course, the question that's on everybody's lips this fall is the ongoing battle of "Real Tree" fashion versus their counterpart "Mossy Oak." These two camouflage storm-trooper lines have been butting intensely lately to prove themselves as the ultimate carseater. That great white tail hunter Larry Boshman has come out whole heartedly in favor of the real tree pattern. The likes of Montana elk hunters, such as Billy Big Bull are firm entrenched in the mossy oak camp. What is West's decision? They both suck!

Instead of these too trendy outfittings, go for the military's woodland pattern. I can guarantee this will be the ideal choice for our local area; you will virtually melt into the brush.

Next, the sportsman might inquire of his fashion guru: "What materials should I seek, OH Great Wise One of the Woods?" West's response ... WOOL! Ye Young and Untrained, seek wool, for it is not only the gift of the gods, but also damn effective. There is no other fiber today which can stand up to wool; no other material that can withstand the wet rigors of Northern Idaho. Down and Fiberglass work fine in the arid and extremely cold areas of Southwest Idaho, but without a Gore-Tex layer, they are both principally worthless up here.

Finally, combine one of the most important elements of the hunter's outfitting ensemble—footwear. West has one word for boots, and that's Danner. For any price there is no other foot gear available which provides the life time performance of a pair of Danner boots. Quite simply, these boots are the ultimate in hunting apparel.

I have extensively tested many other brands of boots, and some of them even begin to compare to the masterworks of Danner. If at all possible, stay away from the European-made models they are crap.

On a recent Big Horn Sheep hunt, I had a ceramic plate of Italian boots disintegrate on me, and I was forced to complete my ultimately successful hunt in camp mocassins. What do European urbanites know about the rugged American outdoors anyway? Be smart buy American.

Lastly, one fashion accessory that should never be forgotten during rifle season is Hunter's orange. Some may consider it a bit gauche (a sort of overstate-ment) to clad themselves in such a highly visible material, but West calls BULL**** on that attitude.

With all the nuts from Spokane and California running wild and untrained in these woods, orange is a survival necessity. Some of these folks have never seen an elk before (or a gun for that matter) and you'd be nuts not to take every possible form of protection available. Otherwise, you could end up like the fellow who was confused with a bear last week and shot ten times by hunting novices.

The gay or "just good drinking buddies" look is most definitely shunned by Hollywooders in the know. Instead, opt for the started look, or use a push-up bra to accentuate assets.

DAVIS STUDENT INVESTMENT PROGRAM

The College of Business and Economics is currently accepting applications for the Davis Student Investment Program. The Davis program is an extra-curricular activity designed to give students practical knowledge of securities markets through the investment and management of a $200,000 fund. The program is open to students from all majors. Freshmen and sophomores are especially encouraged to apply. Applicants need to submit a one to two page essay stating the reasons for participating in such a program to:

Dr. Mario G.C. Reyes
Davis program Advisory Committee
College of Business and Economics
University of Idaho

The closing date for applications is September 24, 1991.
Three available spots.
For more information please contact James Steele at 883-3303.

WEDNESDAY
ROCK PARTY WITH BLUE SMOKE

Wednesday, Sept 18
8:00pm - midnight
Only at the CAPRICORN BAR

Arby's OPEN SALE
Regular Roast Beef Sandwiches
99¢ (Save 70¢)

TASTE THE QUALITY DIFFERENCE!
OR YOUR MONEY BACK
Store figures fall fashions

By BRAD DEPEW Contributing Writer

Natural fibers and earthy colors are the new fall hits in fashionwear, according to Mike Waite, the young style buyer of Myakka’s clothing store in Moscow.

Last May, Waite went to Las Vegas to buy for this fall’s merchandise. He found cotton, wool, and silk to be the most popular fabrics in both men’s and women’s apparel.

“The bought quite a bit in natural fabrics, because the quality and uniqueness is part of our store’s,”

— Mike Waite Myakka’s Manager

Seattle Gar and Perry Ellis are big names in lifestyle women’s wear this fall. These lines include creative tees, designer jumps, and sweaters. Merv has also returned, with a great variety of natural, earthy colors.

“Olive, taupe and tan are all very popular right now,” Waite said. “Tea’s help to lives up the rich colors in these earthy tones.”

Another return in popularity are breech trousers and long sleeve button-down shirts.

Writer experiences fashion shock

By RANDI ARNOLD Staff Writer

Imagine if you will, walking down a crowded street where everyone is wearing black and white. Where are you? An Omnis village in New England? A gathering of Catholic priests at the Vatican? Actually you are walking down Melrose Boulevard in Hollywood, Calif. on a Saturday afternoon.

Why is everyone wearing black and white? I don’t even know and I have been trying to figure it out for years now.

Leaving my native Los Angeles to attend college in Moscow, Idaho provided me with probably the biggest fashion shock I will ever experience, aside from a visit to Zimbabwe.

While walking to class on the first day of school I was amazed at what I saw. Hundreds of college students wearing what looked like carved out baked potatoes on their feet, which I later learned were called fisted sandal.

They were also wearing beads around their necks which reminded me of the fresh loop necklaces I used to make at summer camp. The type of people used to describe these people was “Granola.”

Baked potatoes, Fresh Loops, and Granolas. I gained my freshman figure just looking at these people, and they thought I dressed weird.

Another Idaho fashion staple I had a hard time dealing with was perky bowlers. I didn’t even think they made these things for girls anymore. The last time I had seen a pair of penny bowlers was on my feet in the eighth grade when I attended a Catholic Prep school. They were part of our uniform.

Don’t get me wrong, I didn’t dislike this Idaho style. It was actually a pleasant change from what I was used to.

In L.A. I’m used to seeing guys on scooters and streetkites with slicked back hair shaved on the sides and in back. They have two earrings in one ear and one in the other wearing tank-tops and baggy pants. Along with various types of gold jewelry they wear pages in the side pocket of their pants.

The girls of middle class Los Angeles can often be seen flipping their ultra long straight hair while working on their house de Silvestro. They wear the shortest of shorts, black cowboy boots, tank tops, and blazers. Yes... together.

Another important fashion statement in L.A. is your car. One popular model is the Honda Civic, a favorite because the hatch back style gives you plenty of room for your box stereo speakers. The Honda CRX is also quite trendy, because it is perhaps the only car that can fit in the tiny parking spaces found in those Jewish corner mini-malls I guess you have to be there. Of course there is always the Volkswagen Cabriolet which was designed for the blonde cheerleader type, with the rich one on the back. All car models are not complete without a personalized plate, tinted windows, and an alarm system.
See Jane Kill. Looking more like a plump tomato than a member of the jet set, Jane zips in western wear, while Audrey style in classic traditions. Love the hat! Love the dress. Meanwhile, noids everywhere should go shopping—the "Mama dressed me" look is outsized.

MAD on page 4
I learned over and asked, "What seems to be the problem?"
"The agitated piggy said, "If you were driving, I'd tell you." "I said, "Then you can tell me what the problem is, since I'm driving."
The officer then made up a little story about how Eric had attempted to pass a truck, and maybe I add, not well planned out.

When Eric began to protest this accusation of passing, which he definitely did not do, the police officer said, in his most well-rehearsed redneck dialect, "You want me to talk, or you?"
"As I was thinking just how much more I would prefer to hear Eric's voice over this behemoth of a land slug's, the officer continued to lie. Apparently he had either a bad case of Alzheimer's Disease, or had confused my car with another one. In any case, it was a weak attempt and so he changed the subject to our identification, proof of insurance and registration.

As we handed over all of the documents, he grunted and shifted his sizable weight around. Then he shuffled out back to his turbomobile and, presumabably, tried to dredge up some flak in our records.

Unsuccessful, he waddled back and handed us our papers. Then he said "thank you" in his most sincere half-mumbled grunts. Finally, he shuffled out back to the car and with a mighty whoosh, twisted the suspension and sped off.

First of all, we wondered, why did he pull us over in the first place? We were not violating any laws, speed or otherwise. Was he just looking for company? Secondly, did he have to act like such a total asshole when he "spoke" to us? Is that type of behavior in his handbook? Lastly, what happened to him as a child that made him feel as if he needed to reassure himself by lurking behind bushes, fondling his speed gun?

Whatever the answers are to these questions, I feel we were handed needlessly. There is no reason for that kind of intimidation and harrassment.

Realize that when I was born, I had no innate cop-disliking tendencies. Such traits are learned. Experiences like the one Eric and I had on Sunday cultivate anxieties, dislike and suspicion. Maybe this is the reason police have acquired the image that they have; because they deserve it.

This was not the first encounter either of us have had with police who are either unduly gruff or prejudiced toward people younger than themselves. Other instances come to mind in which I have been questioned and even ordered to go home because of certain upright police.

Have you had a similar experience? Does the sight of a police officer now make the bile in your stomach churn? If you have, it leads me to believe that the traditional role of an "officer of the peace" has been skewed of late. Perhaps a better term with which to address police is "officer of the peace, selectively, as long as I'm not in a bad mood, as long as I like your looks."

Had the policeman given us a ticket for whatever his delirium dictated should be the cause, there is no question as to whether we would have contested it. It was a case of complete non-professional police interaction. Would the court have believed this, however? I suspect that the judgement might go to the police officer because he was the one wearing the government uniform.

If you are driving near Wesselay, Moby, using your own business, beware. Look out for a cop in a brown car with a theroughly Gecian formula-Ished hold, and a good mind to pay back every personal offence he meets with the pain he is evidently feeling inside.

The Friday 13th review of Swilly's restaurant in Pullman was the sole opinion of Trefy-long and no one else connected with the Argonaut. We regret any misunderstanding.
Color changing clothing shows more than sweat

By TIMMY COOK
Staff Writer

Some questions that come to my mind in the discussion of hypercolor, "Is it somehow more valuable than green slime, pet rocks or moon boots?" Will it prevail in the fight to somehow replace tie-dyes in the hearts of Grateful Dead types of all ages?", and finally "Has hypercolor proved more than the accumulation of mankind's knowledge of chemicals?" "Ask Gernera," was the answer I received upon asking those usually all-knowing sales deities at the Bin Miracle inside the Palouse Empire Mall.

The television advertisements speak for themselves, the C+C Music Factory inspired sound-track, those healthy looking folks wearing those funny clothes that mysteriously change color in accordance with body heat. We, as a society under one cable system, have now seen it all... or have we? Perhaps not, I was amused to see, it turns out they've got wave after wave of those silly clothing contraptions called Hypercolor on the way.

Upcoming and current designs of hypercolor include socks, t-shirts, long-sleeved shirts, shorts, pants, the whole nine yard-shoot match hypercolor ensemble marketed to the kids for your flesh. But what in the hell is it?

Spring Louden, a splendid example of modern salesgirl at the Bin, would reveal nothing about this product except the special care instructions, you know, the "colors will bleed/use mild soap/and never ever ever iron"—advice that no one should take for granted, though I somehow always manage.

When pressed for hard facts about the materials involved, Spring would only again reply, "Call Gernera, though they're not saying what's actually in it."

It seems that on men the hypercolor turns more blue, while women turn the material pink," according to Casey Kemmitz-Ruthenbeck, Ms. Louden's teammate in fashion nirvana, explaining that pill sweat thing we've grown up admiring on Secret deodorant ads.

Be careful and don't dry the hypercolor, it'll change color and never change back," she warned.

Still uninterested of the list of ingredients, I found myself in an intellectual cul-de-sac, as I often do whenever I address mysterious phenomena like hypercolor; I dismiss it as a hip. Was the song that stuck in my head when I left the mall some subconscious hypercolor C+C inspired jingle? I had heard rumors about the product being flammable, and again Spring said (I consider her a true friend after this ordeal), "I don't know, I've heard that, too. Buy one and see."

GUN DOWN HIGH PRICES

PARADISE RIDGE Cd's
117 E. 3rd St. Moscow, ID
838-1670

-Next to Pecks Shoes-
Mon-Sat 10am-9pm
Open Sunday

Fridays Happy Hour in the Garden Lounge features soft pretzels and pizza by the slice — Only $1

Ski Idaho.

1991-1992 University of Idaho ASUI Vandal Alpine and Nordic Ski Team Fall informational meeting. Thursday, September 19th, at the SUB Borah Theater. 8:00PM or call 882-4741
Smith comes back from the depths

By TOM EITHELL
Senior Life Writer

The "O" line.

One of the most important positions on the football field, yet, one of the most anonymous. They are the silent heroes. When the quarterback completes a big pass, or a running back bursts for a big gain, it is their names that are called out over the public address announcement, not the offensive lineman that threw the block.

When the media covers the team, they want to interview the big names—someone who makes touchdowns, or sacks quarterbacks—not an offensive lineman.

"Linemen basically stick to themselves," Vandal offensive lineman Shawn Smith said. "You know, we're the quiet guys on the team. We let all the other guys get the attention."

Smith should know. He's been at the University of Idaho since the fall of 1987, when he came to Moscow from Lackawanna High School in Lake Oswego, Ore. He's watched the Vandals win three straight Big Sky Conference titles, nearly four years ago.

None of that would have happened without a good offensive line. Without one, there is no offense, quarterbacks have no time to throw, and running backs have nowhere to go.

"When everything is going right, no one really notices the offensive line," Smith said. "But when it goes wrong everybody notices."

Luckily for Smith, football success at Idaho has become the rule rather than the exception. And compliments rather than complaints have showered the linemen.

In the last 10 seasons, going back to 1981, Idaho has led the Big Sky Conference in total offense five times. In passing offense the Vandals have led six times. And last season for the first time in 10 years, Idaho led in rushing offense.

Smith, though, has not always been able to be a part of the Van-
dals' glory.

In his sophomore season, 1989, Smith started seven games for the Idaho team that went undefeated in the Big Sky, winning its third consecutive title. His career at Idaho seemed on track.

Then injury hit him, followed by academic troubles.

In 1990's spring practice, Smith injured his knee. When it was finally healed in the fall of his junior year, his other troubles took over.

"I recovered in September of last year, then I was academically ineligible," Smith said. "I wasn't my grades, I was short three credits."

Watching the team play without him was tough.

"It probably was the hardest thing of all for me," Smith said. Frustrated with the situation at the time Smith decided to take some time off. He dropped out of the fall semester, not sure about what he would do.

"I didn't know what was going on," he said. "I was lost." (But John L. Smith would let me come back. The main reason I came back.)

He returned to school for the spring semester, determined to get his credits back up, and to finish his football eligibility. He didn't participate in spring prac-
tice, so when he returned this fall as a senior, he was questionable. He hadn't played for a year.

As a former, now he would have to wait and play back-up to wackside tackle Jody Schug.

This time, though, again against Sonoma State University, a 49-7 Vandal win, Schug fractured his ankle. It was Smith's first chance to play in two seasons.

"It felt great," Smith said.

"That's what I worked for," Smith finished out the game and was set to play against Southwestern Texas State University in last Saturday's game.

But again, injury intervened when he hurt his back at practice. Smith found himself watching the game from the sidelines once more.

It wasn't fun watching the offense as they had to drive 71 yards with a 1:35 remaining in the fourth quarter to score a touchdown and win, 41-38.

This Saturday, though, Smith might not have to watch from the sidelines. He wasn't sure whether the Vandals win or lose. He is listed as a tentative starter for Saturday's game against Montana State University in Bozeman. It's a game Idaho has looked forward to since losing the 1990 season opener to the Bobcats 27-24, in Idaho.

Mainly, Smith is just happy looking ahead as a member of the team.

"I'm glad the coach let me back in and I'm really grateful for him letting me have a second chance," Smith said.

---

Paris Vision Center
George A. Paris, Optometrist
882-3434

Contact Lens Package or Purchase of Complete Contact Package

2 for $1

Super Solution Sale up to 50% off!

2 Contact Lenses

*Complete examination & glaucoma testing
*Instant fitting of most contact lenses
*Discounts for Employees & Senior Citizens

SUPER SOLUTION SALE UP TO 50% CALL US FOR DETAILS!

Call 882-7727 for appointment
Palomar Empire Mall

Palomar Empire Mall (parking lot) Moscow, Idaho, September 20, 1991 10am - 4pm

Watch for the signs.

Funded by all overcharge money

For more Information Call

(208) 799-2220

Smash Hit VANDAL

PLACE & TIME:
Palomar Empire Mall (parking lot) Moscow, Id. September 20, 1991 10am - 4pm

Watch for the signs.

Funded by all overcharge money

For more Information Call

(208) 799-2220

Smash Hit VANDAL

PLACE & TIME:
Palomar Empire Mall (parking lot) Moscow, Id. September 20, 1991 10am - 4pm

Watch for the signs.

Funded by all overcharge money

For more Information Call

(208) 799-2220
**HELP WANTED**

Delivery people needed. Earn hourly wage plus tips and even a commission. Apply in person at 428 W. 3rd, Moscow.

---

**ANNOUNCEMENTS**

**FOR SALE**

- Selling a hide-a-bed/floor sofa. 7-5. Super heavy duty weight bench $50. Call: 883-3944.
- For sale: Scott Unchonock Mountain bike. Fists only 2 weeks old. Call 883-3017, leave message.
- **MOTORCYCLES**

  - Style: Refrigerator 900C or Yamaha Maxim. Sportbike. 1983. Excellent condition; $950. O.B.O. Great for around town and campus. I have to part with it, but I need for me to move on. Call Dan 883-9944.
- **PAID PERSONALS**

  - Royal Optical sale: 50% off select contact lenses or $40 off one pair of glasses with purchase over $100. Expires 9/27. 631 Main, Lewiston. Downtown. Next to the Liberty Thrall. 743-4391.
  - Gay and Lesbian Association support groups - social activities 335-4717.

**FREE PREGNANCY TEST**


**ANNUAL BUSINESS, MARKETING MAJORS**

**GET PRACTICAL SALES AND MARKETING EXPERIENCE**

Need a challenge? Earn up to $250+/hr managing credit card promotions on campus. Flexible hours.

CALL 1-800-950-4872 ext. 23

**DOMINO'S PIZZA DELIVERS**

FREE.

Domino's Pizza

---

**TERIFIC TUESDAY EAT A LARGE**

Pay for a small! Moscow

883-1555

---

**SERVICES**

Computer Tutorial Services. Customized to fit individual needs. Call evenings. 7-9 pm for appointment. Hiro 883-5453.

**"INTRO FLYING LESSON $25.00"**

Intro with two people in the backseat $35.00. Pilot ground school begins in September. Call if interested, FAA approved flight school. INTERSTATE AVIATION 808-325-4556.

---

**TOPOGRAPHIC**

**FOR SALE**

25% OFF

September 16 - 30

Maps for scientists, students, backpackers, hikers, campers, hikers... 

Maps for your classes or activities... recreation, geology, geography, architecture, engineering, hunting & fishing, mining, forestry, education, archeology...

Topographic map coverage for Idaho.

Saled limited to stock on hand

---

**ANNOUNCEMENTS**

**FOR SALE**

If you have 3 hours a week to help your fellow students learn DOS, WordPerfect, Lotus 123 and dBase III +, call Robert Probst at 882-7076.

420 Students Oswald and Shively are the off-campus senators and they keep office hours at the Satellites Sub, every Wednesday from 1:30-3:30 p.m. Off-campus students as well as other students are welcome to come talk.

**SELF-DEFENSE** for adults and children. Never too late to enroll in Idahoans Karate and Judo. 885-6468, UI Enrichment Program.

**FIND AND LOST**

Lost: Wedding ring, very sentimental, wide gold band with an antique, 12 carat diamond. 882-6168.

Camera Tripod, lost in parking lot next to Thespian tower. 885-8090.

Lost, 2 year old male, cream-colored. If found, please call Merci at 882-6449.

Lost: Adult female Russian wolf hound, cream and white. Lost on campus. Tried to return to woman. Reward. Call if seen, 883-3451.

Lost on campus, set of keys with a purple tulle opener. Call 883-5767.

Lost: keys lost in the Kibbie Dome, at football game Saturday 9/14. Idaho license plate, keychain with the names Rod and Nilie Call 885-6393.

Lost: during GDI games between Kibbie and Wallace Egyptian cross with skull inlay. Reward $100, personal value. Clay 885-8051.

Lost or stolen from Kappa Sigma house. 2 vilation, "Hardcore" and "Candies," found, call Rhonda, 882-2163. Reward.

Found dog: black male, leashed, blue collar, no tags. Found near Adams and "O" 885-9328.

---

**S Reford**

**AMERICAN PASSAGE NETWORK**

1-800-487-2434

---

**CLASSIFIEDS**

TUESDAY • ARGONAUT

SEPTEMBER 17, 1991

---

**APTS FOR RENT**


---

**TRAILERS FOR SALE**

1976 Tamracor, three bedrooms, both in Garfield. $6500. 208-468-2261.

---

**ROOMMATES**

Clean, one bedroom (furnished if desired), $250 per month, nice location, close to campus, deposit required. Mrs 322-0705.
Make sure your road trip proceeds without a hitch.

Sometimes road trips can be a little more adventurous than you expect them to be. Which is why you should always pack your AT&T Calling Card. □ It's all you need to make a call from almost anywhere to anywhere.

It's the least expensive way to call state-to-state on AT&T when you can’t dial direct. And you'll be connected to the reliable service you've come to expect from AT&T. □ Plus if you get your Calling Card now, you'll also get a free hour’s worth of AT&T long distance calling.* And you’ll become a member of AT&T Student Saver Plus, a program of products and services designed to save students time and money. □ The AT&T Calling Card. It's the best route to wherever you're going.

Get an AT&T Calling Card today. Call 1 800 654-0471 Ext. 4812.

*Good for one hour of direct-dial coast to coast, night and weekend calling, based on prices effective 01/16/91. Offer limited to one $1.25 AT&T Long Distance Certificate per person. Offer valid through June 30, 1991.